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Welcome to MKM’s 
Landscaping Collection.  
Inside you’ll find a variety  
of products to give you  
plenty of choice for your 
outdoor projects. 

We combine our expert knowledge with 
creative design to give you a garden you 
can enjoy and be proud of. For our complete 
range go to mkmbs.co.uk or visit your  
local branch today.

This icon denotes the product 
exceeds the base technical levels 
outlined in the British Standard,  
BS 7533 Class2.

This icon denotes the product 
has been procured from ethical 
sources, audited to recognised 
independent standards.

This ensures all of our timber  
products have been purchased in 
compliance to our responsibilities  
as traders in the UK.
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Grande, Putty and Modella



Landscaping at MKM 
Create an outdoor space you love with our range of  
landscaping materials. From paving and driveways to decking, outdoor 
furniture and all the finishing touches, we’ve got what you need.

MKM Leamington Spa

WHY CHOOSE MKM?

MKM Sunderland MKM Edinburgh

MKM Skelton MKM Telford

FIND YOUR  
LOCAL BRANCH

Landscaping 
displays at  
the branch

Partner with 
industry-leading 
suppliers 

Competitive 
prices

Landscaping 
experts in branch

As the UK’s largest independent builders’ merchant 
you can rest assured you’re getting the best quality 
landscaping materials to create outdoor spaces to  
be proud of, all with free local delivery. 

You’ll find landscaping displays at most of our  
branches, where you can browse a broad range of 
products, so you can make sure it’s exactly what you  
need before you purchase. 

Not sure where to start? Speak to one of our  
in-branch specialists who can help you find the  
right products for your outdoor space.

MKM Edinburgh Award – Hard Landscaping Display of the Year 2021, BMN Awards. 
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OUTDOOR DINING & ENTERTAINING
Gardens have become an outdoor escape and the perfect 
place to host friends and family. This will continue as a trend 
in 2022 with seating areas, decked patios, BBQ pits and 
wooden outdoor features complete with furniture, lighting 
and heating becoming even more popular. 

GARDEN BUILDINGS FOR WORK OR PLAY
Space is at a premium in most homes and so many  
people have started to create additional space outdoors  
by installing garden buildings. Whether it’s for office space,  
a man cave or an outdoor bar, this trend will continue. 
Explore our Xtend by Forest Garden range on page 82.  

INDOORS TO OUT
Blur the lines between the indoors and out using a seamless 
flow of porcelain paving from your indoor space and patio. 
The result will be an extension of your living space, and a 
bigger connection to the outdoors. Use bi-fold doors or large 
framed windows to create a continuous feel.

GROW YOUR OWN 
As we’ve spent a lot more time at home, many people are 
returning to simple living including growing their own fruit & 
vegetables. It’s a chance to get your hands dirty and enjoy 
the simple delight of home-grown produce. Create your own 
planters using our oak sleepers or buy one pre-built.   

2022  
LANDSCAPING 
TRENDS

Our gardens have received 
a lot of love over the past 
couple of years. As we’ve 
learned to appreciate any 
outdoor space we have, 
we’ve seen gardens become 
outdoor havens for children 
and adults alike with 
outdoor bars, offices, and 
dining spaces. 

With this set to continue in 
2022, here’s a look at the 
latest landscaping trends. 
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REAL GARDENS REAL GARDENS

INSPIRATION
REAL GARDENS MADE BY MKM

Over the past year we’ve seen some fantastic garden 
transformations from our customers using MKM landscaping 
products. Here are a few of our favourites… 

Share your landscaping photos with us on  
social media using #MadebyMKM or tag us: @mkm.buildingsupplies

@mkmbs 

205

Landscape Brothers A stunning garden complete  
with materials from MKM Kirkcaldy! #MadebyMKM

Landscape Brothers 
MKM Kirkcaldy 

Liked by MKM and others 
MKM Edinburgh Quartzstone porcelain paving looking 
stunning in this garden! Supplied by MKM Edinburgh.  
#MadebyMKM 

MKM Edinburgh 

Liked by MKM and others 

Mat Green – Green Landscapes Ltd Thanks MKM 
Anlaby for the porcelain paving! #MadebyMKM 

Mat Green – Green Landscapes Ltd 
MKM Anlaby 

Liked by MKM and others 

Prestige Paving Porcelain paving and artificial grass all 
supplied by MKM Beverley! #MadebyMKM 

Prestige Paving
MKM Beverley

Liked by MKM and others 
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CONTACT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH FOR A QUOTE

PRICING To aid when reviewing the porcelain ranges, we have provided an indication on pricing: 

Least expensive porcelain range,  
based on average sqm price.

Most expensive porcelain range,  
based on average sqm price.

LARGE FORMAT TILES

Large porcelain patio tiles are set to  
be the hottest contemporary garden 
design trend in 2022. 

Large format porcelain usually refers to a tile that is larger 
than 600 x 600mm, and the beauty of this trend is the 
illusion of space it will create in your outdoor area. 

Large tiles deliver impact, so opt for light, neutral tones to 

add cool sophistication to your garden space. The only  
thing left to decide is whether you want a continuous  
design or broken layout. 

Spacing out the tiles can create drama, particularly when 
this space is punctuated with grass or a contrasting 
decorative aggregate. Alternatively, the continuous layout 
lends itself perfectly to effortless, minimalistic design.  

We love both layouts, proving sometimes, bigger really  
can mean better!

LOW MAINTENANCE  
One of the easiest paving types to keep 
clean, simply clean your porcelain paving 
with hot soapy water or a pressure washer  
to keep your patio looking as fresh as  
when it was laid.

 
SLIP RESISTANT 
Porcelain paving is a super safe, slip 
resistant option for your patio or other  
areas exposed to rain.

WEATHER RESISTANT
Safe to walk on underfoot in warm  
weather, and frost resistant in cooler 
temperatures. Porcelain paving isn’t  
affected by UV rays, making it the perfect 
choice for all year-round enjoyment.

 
CLEAN, CONCISE LINES
Porcelain creates perfect, clean lines with 
its smooth surface and edges. Installers can 
achieve tight and uniform joints.

PORCELAIN  
PAVING
Porcelain paving has no doubt been the biggest trend in  
landscaping design over the past few years, and we can see why. 

Porcelain paving delivers on style; bringing a new dimension in terms  
of design that will create a chic, contemporary feel in your outdoor space.  
It’s the perfect material to maximise the indoor to outdoor trend,  
creating a harmonious flow from indoor kitchens to outdoor patios.

WHY CHOOSE  
PORCELAIN PAVING?
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Burlington, Silver



SERENITY
CHIC, SUBTLE, AFFORDABLE LUXURY 

PORCELAIN

Serenity, Anthracite

Simple yet elegant detailing is often key to creating a 
stunning garden space. Perfect for modern outdoor spaces, 
Serenity’s natural texture guarantees effortless style.  

Available in three colours; Anthracite, Cream and Grey.  
The sleek design of Serenity is sure to deliver the wow  
factor in your garden. 

Size: 
600 x 600 x 20mm

 
Colours: 
Grey | Cream | Anthracite

Serenity, Grey

Serenity, Anthracite Serenity, Cream

PORCELAIN
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Available in four contemporary colours, Larsen’s concrete 
finish will deliver cool sophistication in your outdoor space.

Also available in 10mm for internal application only, Larsen  
is the perfect choice for seamless open-plan living, from 
your kitchen-diner out to your alfresco space, creating a 
fluid and fully flexible dining area.

Size: 
600 x 600 x 20mm

 
Colours: 
Light Grey | Grey | Anthracite | Cream

LARSEN
COOL, CALMING MINIMALISM

Anthracite

Light Grey Grey

Cream

PORCELAIN PORCELAIN

Larson, Anthracite

Larsen, Cream

Minimalist design
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Grey
The Verness porcelain range cleverly couples the clean 
edges that define modern design, with the traditional 
character of natural stone. The muted palette ensures 
shades will skilfully blend in with the landscape, while 
remaining the neutral base for your patio area.

Size: 
600 x 600 x 20mm

 
Colours: 
Grey | Dark Grey

Verness, Dark Grey

Dark Grey
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Verness, Grey

VERNESS
PORCELAIN WITH THE CHARM AND 
CHARACTER OF NATURAL STONE 

Clean, concise lines

Low maintenance 
pavers

Verness, Grey Verness, Dark Grey

PORCELAIN PORCELAIN



Natural

Perfectly recreating the soft hues and delicate textures  
of timber, Sherwood combines the natural beauty of wood 
with the practicalities of porcelain paving.  

Sherwood is ideal for creating eye-catching traditional 
designs with an ultra modern twist. 

Size: 
1200 x 300 x 20mm

 
Colours: 
White | Natural | Grey
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SHERWOOD
PORCELAIN WITH THE BEAUTIFUL  
CHARACTER FOUND NATURALLY IN TIMBER 

Sherwood, Natural Sherwood, Natural

White

Grey

Sherwood, Grey & White Sherwood, Grey

Anti-slip and  
weather resistant

PORCELAIN PORCELAIN



Make a statement with the natural grey, marble  
effect of Quartzstone. Its cool grey tones complement  
the bold contrasting textures. Available as a large format 
1200 x 600 x 20mm tile, Quartzstone delivers both  
style and practicality.

Size: 
1200 x 600 x 20mm

 
Colour: 
Grey

OakBirch Cherry
Quartzstone, Grey

Knotwood beautifully replicates the soft tones and  
intricate detail of timber planks without the technical  
issues of wood rot or warp. By cleverly combining the  
crisp lines of porcelain with the interesting grain of natural 
timber, Knotwood allows the freedom to enjoy a timber 
effect in a contemporary design.

Size: 
1200 x 300 x 20mm

 
Colours: 
Birch | Oak | Cherry

TIMBER EFFECT MEETS  
CONTEMPORARY DESIGN 

SLEEK, MARBLE DESIGN 

KNOTWOOD QUARTZSTONE
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Knotwood, Birch Quartzstone, Grey

Modern and stylish

PORCELAIN PORCELAIN



The classic understated tones of Fortuna porcelain paving  
are sure to perfectly complement your outdoor living space.  

Fortuna is available in a range of sizes and six colours,  
allowing you the flexibility to design an outdoor living space,  
truly tailored to you.

Sizes: 
600 x 600 x 20mm 
600 x 900 x 20mm 
3 size project pack (15.12m2)*

 
Colours: 
Beige | Black | Bronze | Cream | Grey | Silver

 
*Project pack includes:  
x24 - 600 x 600 x 20mm, x24 - 600 x 300 x 20mm  
and x24 - 300 x 300 x 20mm.

BURLINGTON
PORCELAIN WITH ALL THE 
CHARACTER OF AGED SLATE 

Available in four traditional colours, Burlington combines  
the character of aged slate with the practicality of modern  
low-maintenance porcelain. Subtle beauty is guaranteed  
with the classic style of Burlington porcelain.

Size: 
600 x 900 x 20mm 
3 size project pack (18.36m2)*

 
Colours: 
Silver | Rust | Blue | Ivory

 
*Project pack includes:  
x24 - 600 x 600 x 20mm, x36 - 600 x 300 x 20mm  
and x36 - 300 x 300 x 20mm.

Burlington, Silver

Silver Rust

Blue Ivory

Fortuna, Cream

FORTUNA
CLASSIC AND UNDERSTATED

Bronze

Grey

Beige Black

Cream

Silver

PORCELAIN PORCELAIN
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Burlington, Rust



Combining the classic features of natural slate with  
the clean contemporary lines of porcelain paving, Station 
porcelain paving guarantees the best of both worlds. 

Available in three sizes and four classic colours, Station’s 
sleek style will deliver subtle sophistication, unique to  
your outdoor space. 

Sizes: 
1200 x 600 x 20mm 
600 x 600 x 20mm

 
Colours: 
White| Black | Iron | Pearl

The authentic appearance and gently riven texture of  
Lucent is sure to add a classic twist to your outdoor space. 

Available in two attractive colours; Copper exhibits an 
exciting range of russet and gold tones over a blue grey 
background, while Blue offers an iconic look that is sure to 
stand the test of time. The simple format offers excellent 
flexibility, perfect for creating a style that suits you.

Sizes: 
1200 x 600 x 20mm 
600 x 600 x 20mm 
4 size project pack (16.89m2)*

 
Colours: 
Copper | Blue

Copper Blue

Station, Iron

Iron

*Project pack includes:  
x13 - 900 x 600 x 20mm, x18 - 600 x 600 x 20mm,  
x9 - 600 x 300 x 20mm and x19 - 300 x 300 x 20mm.

White Black

Pearl
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LUCENT
AUTHENTIC AND TEXTURED

Lucent, Copper

STATION
CLASSIC YET CONTEMPORARY

PORCELAIN PORCELAIN



Coral Silver

Camel

Smokey

Ashen
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EXQUISITE
EFFORTLESS, TIMELESS DESIGN 

The Exquisite porcelain range blends deep tones  
with a textured fossilised effect, guaranteeing a subtle 
sophistication in your garden design.

Available in two colours; warm Coral and cool Silver,  
you’ll be sure to love the contemporary charm the  
Exquisite range exudes.

Size: 
900 x 600 x 20mm

 
Colours: 
Coral | Silver

Exquisite, Silver

Exquisite, Coral

Jewell, Camel

JEWELL
ELEGANT TOUCH OF LUXURY 

Available in three shades; Ashen, Camel and Smokey, the 
Jewell range is inspired by the beautiful English Burlington 
stone quarried in the heart of the Lake District. 

This sophisticated range combines the distinctive 
characteristics of natural stone with all the practical benefits 
of porcelain paving. The Jewell range is guaranteed to add a 
touch of elegance to your outdoor living space. 

Size: 
900 x 600 x 20mm

 
Colours: 
Ashen | Camel | Smokey

PORCELAIN PORCELAIN



CinderRook Stone

PuttyDesert

PepperDark Stone

ModellaDover

Siena, Desert
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SIENA
CHIC, STYLISH, MINIMALIST

The Siena range is beautiful and contemporary,  
available in four natural stone shades. The versatile  
500 x 1000 x 20mm tiles are ideal for creating a chic, 
minimalist design that will enhance your outdoor space.  
Your only decision will be whether to space the tiles out  
for added impact, or stay true to the minimalist design of  
the tile with slimline joints. Either way, Siena is sure to  
look stunning in your outdoor living area.  

Size: 
500 x 1000 x 20mm

 
Colours: 
Rook Stone | Dark Stone | Desert | Dover

Siena, Dover Grande, Putty and Modella

GRANDE
STRIKING LARGE FORMAT DESIGN 

Create the illusion of space in your garden with the  
large format, 1000 x 1000 x 20mm Grande porcelain paving.  
Ideally suited to contemporary spaces, the cool cement 
effect combined with Grande’s strong lines keeps your patio 
uniform, delivering the ultimate in chic minimalist design. 

Sizes: 
1000 x 1000 x 20mm 
500 x 1000 x 20mm (Modella only)

 
Colours: 
Cinder | Pepper | Putty | Modella

PORCELAIN PORCELAIN



REAL GARDENSREAL GARDENS

PORCELAIN PROJECTS
B’GARDENS LTD, STIRLING 

Mario from B’Gardens Ltd, based in Stirling, has had  
plenty of experience working with porcelain paving.  

The company, and customer of MKM Stirling saw requests 
for porcelain paving increase during 2021, as customers 
looked for the clean, modern look that it brings. 

B’Gardens Ltd specialise in porcelain paving,  
with a team of well-trained professionals  
undertaking landscaping and design work  
across the central belt of Scotland. 

In addition to working on customer gardens,  
B’Gardens Ltd also created the landscaping display  
at MKM Stirling and MKM Perth.

B’Gardens Ltd On trend grey porcelain paving looking 
fabulous in this garden transformation. Supplied by 
MKM Stirling. #MadebyMKM

B’Gardens Ltd 
MKM Stirling 

Liked by MKM and others 

Mario and his team have transformed my garden to the 
highest standard. We are absolutely thrilled with the 
result. The attention to detail is outstanding. We would 
highly recommend using B’Gardens Ltd. #MadebyMKM

B’Gardens Ltd 
MKM Stirling 

Liked by MKM and others 

We first started laying textured sandstone paving which is very permeable, 
easy to stain, and very high maintenance. Then the hard-wearing, low 
maintenance porcelain came out and we got to learn everything again.

Practice makes perfect, we have done so much porcelain, experimented with various 
adhesives, pointing, spacing, cutting blades, smoothing the edges of the paving slab 
creating a bull-nose effect. The difficulty lies in the finishing and cutting process. 

PERSONALISE  
YOUR PORCELAIN
With our porcelain engraving service, 
you can add that personal touch to 
your patio area making it completely 
unique to you.

You could add your house name, 
number or company logo, or why 
not make a statement with a show 
stopping sundial or compass, as the 
central feature in your outdoor space.  

Designed by you, for your garden. 

The 2021 porcelain colour trends were grey and cream, although  
we started to see more adventurous unconventional colours and larger 
sizes. Porcelain paving is well-complemented using splitface walling. 
– Mario, Founder and Manager of B’Gardens Ltd
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B’Gardens Ltd, porcelain paving

B’Gardens Ltd, porcelain paving



WHY CHOOSE  
NATURAL STONE  
PAVING?
Natural stone paving has long been a popular choice of  
material for outdoor patios, path and driveways. As the name 
suggests, natural stone paving is processed purely from natural 
materials, including sandstone and limestone. 

The beauty of natural stone is each slab is individual in its 
appearance. The stunning tones and colour variations along  
with the textures found within natural stone ensure your outdoor 
space not only looks fantastic, but is completely unique to you.

 
DURABLE  
Natural stone is renowned for its durability,  
making it ideal for high-traffic areas, and is  
sure to withstand the test of time.

 
MINIMAL MAINTENANCE 
Once fully installed and sealed correctly, natural 
stone requires minimal maintenance, allowing  
you to enjoy your patio area all year round. 

 
SLIP RESISTANT
No matter the weather you can be safe to walk  
on your patio without fear of falling over.

 
NATURAL APPEARANCE
The inherent characteristics of natural stone  
allow the elegant finish to improve with age,  
adding to its traditional charm.

With durable, natural stone you can design extraordinary spaces 
that serve as the centrepiece for social gatherings and feature 
patios, dining spaces and driveways.

Marketstone, Grey Multi

NATURAL  
STONE PAVING

Gardenstone, Sunset Buff
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SANDSTONE PAVING

Gardenstone, Kandala Grey

Marketstone, Grey Multi 
Prestige Paving, MKM Hull

Indian sandstone  
MB Landscapes, MKM Dereham  

Marketstone, Grey Multi 
RT Landscaping & Building Services 
MKM Aberdeen 

Marketstone, Grey and Natural Multi 
MKM Norwich landscaping display

SANDSTONE PAVING

MARKETSTONE
Chosen for its rich colours and innate charm, Marketstone 
is available in three soft natural sandstone colours; Autumn 
Multi (warm rich browns) Sahara Multi (golden sand tones) 
and Grey Multi (cool shades of grey). Marketstone also 
features a fabulous 37 piece circle kit, a great way to create 
a unique feature in your garden.

GARDENSTONE
The warm tones and textures of Gardenstone are 
guaranteed to deliver classic charm in your outdoor space. 
Ideally suited to traditional or contemporary gardens, 
Gardenstone is available in three sandstone colours, Raj 
(cool greys), Sunset Buff (warm buff tones), and Autumn 
Brown (natural brown shades).

SANDSTONE PAVING

Marketstone, Sahara Multi Gardenstone

We know a classic when we see it, and the traditional  
charm of Indian Sandstone is sure to add a touch of  
elegance to your garden. 

Our ethically sourced Indian Sandstone is available in a 
range of colours; from cool greys to warm golden tones, 
sandstone offers a truly stunning palette of colours and 
textures, that can only be found in natural stone. 

The natural durability of Indian Sandstone lends itself 
perfectly to creating extraordinary spaces that serve as  
the centre piece for social gatherings and feature patios, 
dining spaces and driveways.

NATURAL AND AUTHENTIC

Take a look at some  
of our customers’ 
garden projects using 
natural sandstone. 

Share yours on 
Instagram using 
#MadebyMKM  
and tagging  
@mkm.buildingsupplies
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LIMESTONE PAVING

Black Limestone 
MKM Norwich landscaping display

Dorian, Grey Dorian, Grey

Dorian, Grey
Black Limestone 
A2Z Landscapes, MKM Weymouth

LIMESTONE PAVING

BLACK LIMESTONE
Transform your garden with the subtle charcoal shades of 
Black Limestone, that lightens with age. Its almost smooth 
texture gives a sophisticated, clean-cut appearance, making 
it ideal for any contemporary outdoor setting.

DORIAN
This modern take on a classic is a great choice for both 
contemporary or traditional outdoor spaces. Dorian is a light 
grey limestone with sawn edges and a naturally split surface, 
that has been partially rubbed to give a clean finish. 

LIMESTONE PAVING

Limestone paving is the perfect choice when wanting to 
create a modern, sophisticated look in your outdoor space.  
The smooth, flat surface of natural limestone delivers 
effortless minimalism, where the intricate veins add interest 
and texture to the stone.  

Natural Limestone is sure to look stunning in your 
contemporary garden setting.  

CONTEMPORARY AND SOPHISTICATED

Black Limestone Dorian, Grey

Dorian, Grey

Be inspired by 
limestone paving  
for your garden. 

Share your photos 
on Instagram using 
#MadebyMKM  
and tagging  
@mkm.buildingsupplies

FREE LOCAL 
DELIVERY
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Torver, Buff

There’s no better feeling than enjoying your home with friends and 
family. And if you can fit in a patio to entertain in style, that’s even 
better. Here’s to making the most of your outdoor space.

CONCRETE  
PAVING

Ryton, Buff

WHY CHOOSE  
CONCRETE PAVING?
Concrete paving is a practical and cost-effective alternative  
to natural stone or porcelain paving. 

Available in a range of colours, shapes and sizes, concrete paving 
slabs are incredibly versatile and can be used to create both 
traditional or a contemporary design to suit your garden. 

 
DURABLE  
Concrete paving is highly durable  
making it ideal for patios and paths. 

 
MINIMAL MAINTENANCE  
Routine maintenance includes regular  
sweeping and cleaning with a garden hose  
or pressure washer. 

 
VERSATILE
The wide variety of concrete pavers  
available allows you to create a unique  
design especially for you.

VISIT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH TO EXPLORE OPTIONS 
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TORVER TIMBERSTONE

Timberstone, Coppice Brown

Buff

Charcoal

Natural

SOPHISTICATED, TEXTURED PAVING REAL TIMBER EFFECT

Bring your garden to life with Torver textured paving.  
Exclusively available at MKM Building Supplies, Torver 
oozes cool, sophisticated charm, making it the ideal choice 
for your landscape design. Available in three subtle colour 
options that each will create the perfect relaxing  
ambience to enjoy with family and friends.

Sizes: 
600 x 600mm 
600 x 300mm 
450 x 450mm 
300 x 300mm

*Thickness may vary.
 
Colours: 
Natural | Charcoal | Buff

CONCRETE PAVING CONCRETE PAVING

Torver, Natural
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Torver, Charcoal

Timberstone, Coppice Brown

Almost indistinguishable from genuine timber,  
Timberstone offers the sought-after weathered  
appearance of real timber, but will never rot, warp  
or splinter. Made from high-strength concrete,  
Timberstone lends itself perfectly to natural settings.

Size: 
900 x 225 x 50mm

 
Colour: 
Coppice Brown | Driftwood



Create a brilliant entrance with our charming and hard wearing 
selection of driveway pavers, stone blocks, cobbles and more. 

DRIVEWAYS

DRIVEWAY  
BLOCK PAVING
Driveways can be far more than just a practical, off-street  
place to park your car. A new driveway can complement your home, 
providing an approach that will welcome your guests and increase 
kerb appeal. They also have the potential to increase the value of 
your home, especially if parking space is at a premium where you live. 

 
DURABLE & HARD-WEARING 
Designed to withstand weight.

 
AESTHETICALLY PLEASING
Available in a range of styles, colours and sizes.

 
MINIMAL MAINTENANCE 
Keep clean and moss free using a jet wash.

VISIT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH TO EXPLORE OPTIONS 

Trident, Burnt Ochre
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TRIDENT

APPLESBY 
ANTIQUE

Trident, Charcoal

Applesby Antique, Burnt Ochre

Forest Blend Forest Blend

Burnt Ochre

Sierra Sierra

Charcoal

Burnt Ochre Burnt OchreCharcoal Charcoal

TEXTURED DRIVEWAY  
BLOCK PAVING

CONCRETE BLOCK PAVING

RIO

AVENU

Rio, Silver

Avenu, Burnt Ochre

SilverGrey

Carbon

Forest Blend

COOL, CONTEMPORARY 
BLOCK PAVING 

Grey

SLEEK, SMOOTH  
BLOCK PAVING

A superior driveway block paving,  
Trident has an attractive distressed 
texture that blends sympathetically with 
traditional properties, but is also at home 
with a more modern setting. 

Applesby Antique is a hard-wearing  
block paving that delivers a style punch, 
with an aged look like that of cobbles. 
Available in two established colour 
options in a three-size project pack, the 
classic style will add to the charm of any 
traditional property. 

Burnt Ochre

Rio paviors have an attractive coarse 
surface texture which exposes the granite 
and natural sparkle. Rio will deliver a 
modern look to any driveway.

The sleek and smooth appearance  
of Avenu, makes it the ideal choice for 
contemporary settings. Offering maximum 
versatility and lasting good looks, Avenu is 
guaranteed to deliver enduring style. 

Charcoal

DRIVEWAYSDRIVEWAYS
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DRIVEWAYSDRIVEWAYS

Arc Groundworks, MKM Grantham

Grey Block Paviors 
Lee Robinson, MKM Castleford

Trident Sierra  
JLJ Construction, MKM Glasgow

Paul Stockwell, Lanescape  
MKM Weymouth

Avenu Charcoal with Grey border,  
Avenu Burnt Ochre with Charocal border 
Indie Paving, MKM Glasgow

Take a look at some 
of our customers’ 
driveway projects  
using block paving. 

Share yours on 
Instagram using 
#MadebyMKM  
and tagging  
@mkm.buildingsupplies

PAVEDRIVE
VERSATILE BLOCK PAVING

Functional doesn’t need to be boring with Pavedrive.  
Available in six colour options, Pavedrive is a practical 
but versatile range of concrete block paving, perfect for 
transforming any area used by vehicles.

Size: 
200 x 100 x 50mm

 
Colours: 
Brindle | Buff | Burnt Ochre 
Charcoal | Forest Blend | Grey

Pavedrive, Brindle

Buff

CharcoalBurnt Ochre

GreyForest Blend

Brindle
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DRAINAGE 
CHANNELS AND ACCESSORIES

Finish your patio and protect your property with ACO’s 
complete range of channels and accessories. The range 
provides homeowners with the most complete and stylish 
surface water management offering for driveways, patios, 
building thresholds and landscaped areas.

Speak to your landscaper or visit your local  
branch to discuss options with our specialists.

DRIVEWAYS 
ACO’s range of stylish and modern drainage solutions can 
enhance your driveway. A range of products are available to 
complement your garage threshold and driveway entrance 
helping to create an attractive and functional space.

BUILDING THRESHOLDS
ACO threshold drainage removes water ponding at 
entrances, whilst also providing attractive and functional 
details in the architecture of the home. A variety of finishing 
options, ranging from slimline stainless steel to anthracite 
carpet are available.

RainDrainHexDrain Pro

RainDrain B125 HexDrain Pro

GARDEN WATER MANAGEMENT 
ACO GravelGuard and GroundGuard are ideal for use  
on driveways and paths, where a natural grass or  
decorative aggregate finish are required to complement  
the landscape, whilst also reducing the risk of potholes, 
rutting or grass damage.

COMPLETE THE LOOK 
Enhance your patio with ACO’s elegant and modern range 
of ‘complete the look’ gratings. Designed to be used with 
drainage channels HexDrain and RainDrain, a choice of styles 
ranging from contemporary stainless steel to discreet slot 
options are available to provide the perfect finish.

Threshold Drain

RainDrain Polished Stainless Steel Wedgewire

GravelGuard

HexDrain Brickslot garage threshold

RainDrain Anthracite

GroundGuard

DRAINAGE DRAINAGE
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Finishing touches that make all the difference.  
Add dimension and create a professional finish to your garden.

WALLS &  
FINISHING  
TOUCHES

Exilis Walling Sawn, Silver

Exilis Walling Splitface, Nero Quartzite 
Landscaping display, MKM Skelton

WALLING
Decorative walling is a great way to add interest into your outdoor 
space, by creating height, defining spaces to ensure your privacy or 
even bringing a focal point to one area. 

EXILIS WALLING
Exilis walling is one of our most popular walling products.  
It is a natural stone wall cladding system suitable for indoor  
and outdoor use. Available in two finishes: sawn and splitface,  
and available in a range of shades. 

Exilis Walling Splitface, Copper Slate 
Greenliving Landscapes, MKM Burnley

VISIT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH TO EXPLORE OPTIONS 
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FINISHING TOUCHESFINISHING TOUCHES

FINISHING TOUCHES

Exilis Splitface Walling, Harvest Mix

Cruz Civils Beautiful charcoal kerb edging with  
Trident Grey paviors from MKM Retford #MadebyMKM 

Cruz Civils 
MKM Retford

Liked by MKM and others 

Stonemarket Exilis Walling Sawn, Imperial,  
available at most MKM branches #MadebyMKM 

Stonemarket 
MKM Hull 

Liked by MKM and others 

Using peaked or pyramid  
pier copings can provide 
an attractive finish to 
your garden wall whilst 
preventing damage to 
brickwork by ensuring 
rainwater is unable to drip 
down the surface of  
your wall.  

We offer traditional and 
contemporary edgings, 
copings and pier caps and 
have the perfect finishing 
touches to complete your 
garden or driveway.

Avant-Garde Caramel Edging

Finishing touches will make all the difference in your  
outdoor area. Add dimension and create a professional  
finish to your garden and driveways with our fantastic  
range of edgings, copings and pier caps.

Visit your local branch and speak to one of our  
specialists about the range of options available. 

VISIT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH TO EXPLORE OPTIONS 
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PADDLESTONES, ROCKERY & NATURAL STONE WALLING 

Atlantic Pebbles 
25mm

Atlantic Shingle 
14mm

Atlantic Cobbles 
80mm

Atlantic Pebbles 
40mm

DRY WET

DECORATIVE CHIPPINGS & PEBBLES

COBBLES & BOULDERS

Pacific Paddlestones 
Outsize 300–450mm

Douglasmuir Quartz  
Bulk Bag 

Speystone Chippings 
20mm

*Exclusive to Scotland

Green Chippings 
20–40mm

Golden Gravel 
10–20mm 

Natural Thin 
Slate Walling

Pacific Paddlestones 
Large 150–230mm

Moray Diamond 
Chippings Bulk Bag

White Marble 
Bulk Bag

Limestone Chippings 
10–20mm 

Natural Cut 
Slate Walling

Mountain Green  
Rockery

Yorkshire Cream 
20–40mm

Flamingo Gravel 
Bulk Bag

Cotswold Chippings  
10–14mm

Plum Slate 
Rockery 

Blue Slate Chippings 
20–40mm

Green Slate Chippings 
20–40mm

Black Ice  
Bulk Bag

Purbeck Buff 
Rockery 

Polar White Chippings  
Bulk Bag 

Plum Slate Chippings 
20–40mm

Red Chippings 
20mm

DRY WET

Complete the look.  
Add style to a garden  
and build layers using 

DECORATIVE GABIONS

Available in handy 25kg bags to take away or bulk bags 
with FREE local delivery available. Call into your local 
branch for more information on our decorative aggregates.

Make the  
job easier...

WITH THE  
RIGHT TOOLS

DECORATIVE 
AGGREGATES
CHIPPINGS, PEBBLES, COBBLES AND MORE

Limestone Chippings 
Georgia Smith, MKM Hull

FINISHING TOUCHESFINISHING TOUCHES

VIEW OUR FULL RANGE OF DECORATIVE AGGREGATES AT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH

You may need...

A STRONG WHEELBARROW
Why not add one to your order?
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From impromptu social gatherings to kicking a football  
with the kids. Artificial grass offers a year-round, all-weather 
outdoor entertainment space for you to enjoy.

ARTIFICIAL 
GRASS

WHY CHOOSE  
ARTIFICIAL GRASS?
Artificial grass is a great alternative to natural turf, that makes 
mowing, watering, and weeding the lawn all things of the past, 
giving you the time back to enjoy your perfect lawn, all year round.

 

 
LOW MAINTENANCE  
No mowing, watering or weeding required.

 
ALL WEATHER 
Artificial grass will look great all year round.  
It is UV stabilised so won’t fade or discolour in  
direct sunlight, and is perfect for shady areas  
with limited access to natural sunlight.

 
NO POLLEN
Ideal for hay fever sufferers, and  
those with pollen allergies. 

 
ANIMAL FRIENDLY 
No chemicals or pesticides are required to  
maintain artificial grass, and unlike natural turf, 
cannot be dug up by your pets.

 
CHILD FRIENDLY 
Artificial grass is mess free, soft and  
cushioned making it ideal to play on.

 
RECYCLABLE 
At the end of its life, artificial grass can be 
repurposed into other products. 
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ARTIFICIAL GRASS

Take a look at some  
of our customers’ 
garden projects using 
artificial grass. 

Share yours on 
Instagram using 
#MadebyMKM  
and tagging  
@mkm.buildingsupplies

Artificial grass

Artificial grass
30mm Nouveau  
Indie Paving, MKM Glasgow 

30mm Kingston  
CK Pave, MKM Anlaby

Fantasia 
Green Landscapes Ltd, MKM Anlaby

ARTIFICIAL GRASS

KINGSTON 30MM
The Kingston with its olive and green, natural, grassy  
tones offers a soft and practical choice for garden lawns.  
Its sumptuous 30mm pile height and V blade shape yarn 
profile offers durability to achieve that perfect year-round 
lawn without any of the effort.

 
HUMBER 28MM
Humber 28mm is the ideal choice for customers looking  
for quality at an affordable price. Its two-tone soft green 
yarn creates an inspiring looking yet practical lawn and  
is ideal for the DIYer.

 
NOUVEAU 30MM
The natural olive tones and soft texture of Nouveau  
make it a popular item for several garden projects.  
The C shape profiled fibres offer excellent performance  
and maintain the perfect look.

AIR GRASS

ARTIFICIAL GRASS

BENEFITS
 » Anti-bacterial

 » Durable

 » Breaks down odours

 » Pet friendly

 » Great for those with allergies (hay fever)

 » Low on-going maintenance

 » Family friendly all year round

AIR® Grass

LOW MAINTENANCE AND PRACTICAL 

AIR PURIFYING AND ECO-FRIENDLY
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AIR® Grass is our air purifying eco-friendly range, which  
also looks great in your garden. Using a technology which 
can reduce 70% of harmful nitrogen oxides by oxidising 
organic matter and malodours at molecular level.

1m2 of AIR® treated grass is comparable to the air  
purifying effects of one mature tree.

This fantastic technology means the product is great for 
breaking down odours, mould, and moss without the need for 
ongoing treatments which means less maintenance for you.

 
CLARITY AIR 30MM
A soft touch grass with finer blades of yarn in natural  
multi green tones to give a perfectly maintained lawn look.

 
ACTIVE AIR 32MM
An authentic looking rich green turf with a  
combination of four greens and multi-shaped yarn,  
ideal for the busy family garden.



Give your outdoor space a visual lift whilst building a strong 
and stable boundary around your property with our tough and 
functional ranges of garden fencing. Choose from sawn and 
pressure treated timber, fence panels and composite fencing.

FENCING

Sawn Fencing

DON’T FORGET!  
You can also get fence paint from our shop area.

Contemporary fence panels

SAWN FENCING FENCE PANELS

SAWN FENCING  
& FENCE PANELS
At MKM branches you will find a range of fencing options, 
including sawn fencing and fence panels, posts, treatments, 
paints and anything else required for the perfect fence. Our 
fencing timber and panels are available in a range of styles 

and sizes to suit your needs. Not sure whether to choose 
sawn fencing or fence panels? Here’s a few features and 
benefits of each to help with your decision. Visit us in branch 
and speak to one of our specialists who will be happy to help.

Vertical  
timber boards

Horizontal 
timber slats

Always pressure 
treated against 
rot and decay

Available 
pressure or 
dip treated

Flexible 
installation for 
complex sites

Simple 
installation

Long lasting Good value

Robust and durable  
in bad weather

Wide range of  
decorative designs
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Superior Lap
We sell a range of lap panels including the Superior Lap 
panel. With a premium finish and robust frame, fully  
rebated with mortice and tenon joint, the Superior Lap is 
designed to last longer than traditional panels, and is also 
pressure treated which gives a 20 year guarantee against 
rot and decay. Available in a range of heights from 0.6m to 
1.8m. Matching gates are also available.

 
PANELS
1830 x 600 x 41mm 
1830 x 900 x 41mm 
1830 x 1200 x 41mm 
1830 x 1500 x 41mm 
1830 x 1800 x 41mm 
1830 x 1800 x 41mm

FENCING FENCING

SAWN FENCING FENCE PANELS

Our high quality timber is available in key sizes and  
a wide range of regional variations, with free local delivery. 
Check with your local branch for availability and  
specific requirements. 

Fence panels are a simple and easy way to refresh  
your garden. At MKM we offer and an extended range  
of designs and styles including traditional lap,  
decorative trellis and new composite panels.

Contemporary fence panels

Boards
ROUGH SAWN CARCASSING
Brown/Green treated

16 x 100mm | 16 x 150mm | 19 x 100mm 
19 x 150mm | 22 x 100mm | 22 x 150mm

 
FEATHER EDGE BOARD
Brown/Green treated

22 x 125mm | 22 x 150mm 2EX

ROUGH SAWN AND PRESSURE  
TREATED AGAINST ROT AND DECAY

SUPERIOR LAP, COMPOSITE, 
FEATHEREDGE AND DECORATIVE PANELS

Rails
ROUGH SAWN CARCASSING
Brown/Green treated

38 x 75mm | 38 x 87mm | 38 x 100mm

 
CANT RAIL
Brown/Green treated

47 x 75mm 2EX

 
ARRIS RAIL
Brown/Green treated

75 x 75mm 2EXPosts
INCISED UC4 TREATED FENCE POST
Brown/Green treated

75 x 75mm (1.8m or 2.4m lengths) 
100 x 100mm (2.4m or 3m lengths) 

DON’T FORGET 
FENCE POSTS

Available in timber  
and concrete 

You may also need Post Fix and fence post spikes.  
See our full range in branch.

GATES
900 x 920 x 40mm 
900 x 1220 x 40mm 
900 x 1520 x 40mm 
900 x 1820 x 40mm

Superior Lap fence panels

AVAILABLE  
IN BROWN  
OR GREEN

TREATMENT
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Superior Lap, mortice and tenon joint



Featheredge panel

Decorative panel Gate

Featheredge fence panels and matching gate

Elite Meloir, decorative fence panels

ORDER  
IN BRANCH 

TODAY

Gate
DON’T FORGET!  
Fence stains and treatments are also available.

Composite
Beautifully frame your garden without the hassle of 
painting with composite fencing. Gardens look flawless all 
year round with long lasting, low maintenance composite 
panels, which can be used between existing posts or in 
a fully composite system. Made using reclaimed timber 
fibres and recycled plastics, you can also be sure you’re 
doing your bit for the environment.

Composite Fencing

IJL Contracts Composite fencing #MadebyMKM 

IJL Contracts
MKM 

Liked by MKM and others 

FENCING FENCING

VISIT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH  
TO EXPLORE OPTIONS 

Featheredge
Our range of Featheredge panels are supplied 
pressure treated against rot and decay and 
available in a range of heights from 0.9m to 
1.8m. A traditional feather style of overlapping 
vertical boards with the ease of a panel, these 
are a popular option for all gardens. Matching 
gates are available, ask our specialist team in 
branch for more information.

Decorative
Explore our range of decorative fence  
panel designs to suit many styles of garden. 
Available in a variety of heights from 0.9m  
to 1.8m, we can help you find the right style 
for your garden. 

With horizontal timber slats and wave top 
lattice the Elite Meloir is one of our most 
popular styles, with matching trellis and 
gates also available.
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Explore our range of composite and timber decking boards  
along with the balustrades, posts and railings to create a stylish 
decking area suitable for dining with family and friends. 

DECKING

Millboard Enhanced Grain, Brushed Basalt

COMPOSITE DECKING
Made using a combination of recycled plastics  
and reclaimed timber, composite decking is a low 
maintenance and highly durable alternative to timber 
decking. A premium product suitable for any type and 
style of garden, composite decking is available in a  
wide range of styles and finishes.

TIMBER DECKING
Timber decking is a classic product with natural and  
rustic charm. Made from pressure treated machined timber 
to protect against rot and decay over time, timber decking 
can also be stained and treated over time to continue to 
protect and enhance the timber’s natural patina.

COMPOSITE & TIMBER 
DECKING BOARDS
At MKM we offer quality composite decking and timber  
decking boards available in a range of styles and colours. 

Low 
maintenance

Flexible and 
easy to installStrong  

and durable

Ability to cut, 
shape and sand 
as required

Slip  
resistant

Natural look  
and feel Made from  

recycled materials 

Pressure  
treated to reduce 
rot and decay

Available in variety  
of styles and colours 

Sustainably  
sourced

WE  
ALSO SELL

Balustrades, posts,  
railings, screws and  

wood treatment 

Composite decking 
B’Gardens Ltd, MKM Stirling Timber decking and railings

VISIT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH TO EXPLORE OPTIONS 
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EVA-LAST®

Tiger Cove

Mossel  
Bay Grey

Indonesian 
Teak

Caribbean 
Coral

The Infinity™ HD range is the next generation of  
technology and surface finishes. With textures designed 
to emphasise an authentic wood feel an aesthetic found 
only in nature, Infinity™ HD offers superior strength, 
durability and colour depth.

GROOVED BOARD
20 x 140mm (4.8m lengths)

 
 
SQUARE EDGE BOARD
20 x 140mm (4.8m lengths)

 
FASCIA/UTILITY BOARD
12 x 150mm (2.2m lengths)

All available in two finishes;  
Sculpted Grain (L Finish)  
and Driftwood (E Finish) and four colours.

Rustic Oak Mossel  
Bay Grey

Tiger CovePewter

HULK FASTENERS
Eva-Last® recommends HULK screws, designed to fasten 
clips to substructure to provide the strongest and most 
durable fix for both wood and steel.

Screws match decking colours.

Grooved on one sideGrooved on two sides

EVA-LAST®

Eva-Last® sets the standard for lightweight composite  
decking with the introduction of the new high 
performance, semi-solid I-Series decking profile. Using 
I-beam shaped feet, I-Series offers superior strength and 
span capabilities at a more economical price point. 

 » Euro class D fire resistance 

 » High slip resistance 

 » Low heat absorption and movement

 » 25 year guarantee 

 » Fully recyclable, FSC and made  
with 100% solar energy

25.4 x 135mm (4.8m lengths) 
Use single sided board for perimeter.

COMPOSITE DECKING COMPOSITE DECKING

DECKING DECKING

I-Series, Rustic Oak & Pewter Infinity™ HD, Caribbean Coral
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Embered

Golden Oak

Driftwood

Limed Oak

Burnt Cedar

Brushed  
Basalt

Jarrah

Coppered Oak

Vintage Oak

Smoked Oak Antique OakMillboard is a premium alternative, created with a 
combination of resin and mineral stone, making it  
almost indistinguishable from real wood. The unique 
properties mean it is slip resistant, low maintenance  
and weather resilient.

Enhanced Grain colours:

Weathered Oak colours:

ENHANCED GRAIN
32 x 176mm (3.6m lengths)

 

WEATHERED OAK
32 x 200mm (3.6m lengths)

 
BULLNOSE BOARD
32 x 150mm (3.2m lengths) – Available in all colours.

 
FASCIA BOARD
16 x 146mm (3.2m lengths) – Available in all colours.

Thermo Ash

Silver Birch Carbonised 
Cedar

Amarillo Oak

MILLBOARDEVA-LAST®

COMPOSITE DECKING COMPOSITE DECKING

Millboard, DriftwoodApex®, Carbonised Cedar

DECKING DECKING

NEW 
COLOUR 

AVAILABLE

L
IM

IT
ED

WARRA

N
T
Y

YEARS

Apex® is a bamboo filled PVC decking profile with an ultra  
durable engineered acrylic polymer cap. The Apex® cap  
technology has an undeniably realistic appeal and boasts  
immense strength and resistance to the elements.

GROOVED BOARD
24 x 140mm (4.8m lengths)

 
 
FASCIA/UTILITY BOARD
12 x 150mm (2.2m lengths)

All available in Sculpted Grain finish (L finish) and four colours.

Bullnose and square edging also available.
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TREATED DECKBOARD
32 x 125mm 
32 x 150mm 
38 x 125mm

You may need...

CUPRINOL WOOD  
TREATMENT
See our full range in branch.

ANTI-SLIP DECKBOARD
32 x 125mm 
38 x 125mm

PERFECT 
FOR RAMPS 

& STEPS

Timber decking offers an authentic and natural look.  
With its rustic charm, timber has natural warmth and 
personality, and can be stained and treated over time  
to update the appearance. 

TIMBER DECKING
NATURAL AND AFFORDABLE

DECKING

Timber decking

Composite decking 
Landscape Brothers, MKM Kirkcaldy

Timber decking 
B’Gardens Ltd, MKM Stirling 

Timber decking

Composite decking  
LJS Building and Landscaping Services

Take a look at some of 
our customers’ projects 
using composite and  
timber decking. 

Share yours on 
Instagram using 
#MadebyMKM  
and tagging  
@mkm.buildingsupplies

DECKING
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SLEEPERS

Sleepers are one of the most versatile landscaping 
products, and a stylish yet rustic addition to any garden. 
They can be used to create borders, pathways or for raised 
beds for your plants and vegetables. They can also be 
stacked to create partitions and walls. 

Our sleepers are treated with preservative to prevent 
against rot and decay and are a sustainable way to add a 
feature to your garden space. 

Take a look at some of our options.  
Visit your local branch to explore the full range.

SLEEPERS

SOFTWOOD
Made from kiln dried softwood, incised 
and treated in brown or green to protect 
against long term rot and decay.

RUSTIC
Made from durable redwood with a 
natural curved edge for a rustic finish, 
and pressure treated for longevity.

OAK
Supplied untreated due to the  
timber’s natural durability and silver 
colouration over time.

BUILD A PLANTER  
FROM SLEEPERS
Raised planters are ideal for growing your own plants, fruit, 
and vegetables. You can easily build your own raised planter 
with sleepers and minimal tools. Consider how big and tall 
you would like your planter to be.

To build a 2.4 x 1.2m double height planter using  
sleepers, you will need: 

4 x 2.4m sleepers

4 x 1.2m sleepers (or 2 x 2.4m cut in half)

16 x 150mm timber screws

8 x 250mm timber screws

1 x Hex driver bit

Weed control fabric 

Compost or soil 

 
You can make the planter deeper by adding 4 x more 
sleepers on top. Always seal cut ends to maintain  
protection against rot and decay.

For the full how to guide, 

VISIT US ONLINE

SLEEPERS

Oak sleepers Softwood sleepers

Rustic sleepers

Rustic sleeper steps

Oak sleepers 
B’Gardens Ltd, MKM Stirling

FREE LOCAL 
DELIVERY

VERSATILE AND STYLISH

Green treated timber sleepers

WOOD 
PRESERVER

Available in  
our shop
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Plaswood Terrace Table Set, Brown

PLASWOOD

Engineered from plastic waste saved from landfill, the 
Plaswood outdoor furniture collection is comfortable, 
durable and completely maintenance free. 

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
All products are manufactured from recycled plastic  
and are recyclable. Not only are these products kind to  
the environment they’re also:

RECYCLED PLASTIC PRODUCTS

EXPLORE OUR RANGE  
OF PLASWOOD PRODUCTS 
 
Visit your local branch to find out more  
about Plaswood or visit plaswood.eco

Maintenance 
free

Sustainable

Weather-proof

Recyclable

Strong  
and durable

Non-staining

Versatile

UV Stable

annas_attic_interiors_shop I’ve been waiting for  
the sun to return to get a shot of our new Plaswood 
chill-out sun loungers! #SuppliedbyMKM

annas_attic_interiors_shop
MKM Building Supplies

Liked by MKM and others 

CHILL-OUT SUN LOUNGER 
Coffee table and chairs. Available in a range of colours.

TERRACE TABLE SET
Table and chairs. Black or brown frame with  
seat slats available in a range of colours.

HERO A-FRAME
Standard A-frame table. Black or brown frames  
with seat slats available in a range of colours.

RECYCLED  
PLASTIC LUMBER
Now available as part of the  
Plaswood range. Explore our range of 
recycled plastic lumber, an alternative 
to using timber planks. Visit us in 
branch to find out more.

PLASWOOD PLASWOOD

Plaswood planters
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Venetian Pavilion

OUTDOOR BUILDINGS
Whether as an office space, outdoor bar or just for a bit of 
peace and quiet, outdoor buildings are more popular than 
ever, creating an additional living space for all members of 
the family. Build your own from timber or buy one ready built 
from our Xtend by Forest Garden range, see page 82. 

WOODEN DECORATIVE FEATURES
Flower and plant presentation is also having a big moment. 
With more options than ever, from planters made from 
composite or recycled materials to wooden flower circles,  
it’s time for your plants to take centre-stage. 

Our wooden flower circle, as featured on ‘Love Your Garden’ 
with Alan Titchmarsh, creates a sculptural archway that 
works perfectly over a path and is available to order from  
all MKM branches. 

AL FRESCO DINING
Patios and decking areas are getting an upgrade with 
additional wooden features such as pergolas, gazebos, and 
pavilions. These create a statement in the garden and can 
make a huge difference to the overall look, as well as being  
a stylish place to eat or host a gathering.

OUTDOOR  
LIVING TRENDS

We’ve started to see 
our outdoor space as an 
extension of our homes with 
additional outdoor buildings, 
dining and entertainment 
spaces. Wooden features 
such as pergolas, gazebos 
and summer houses have 
increased in popularity to 
create spaces for work  
and play. 

Here’s a few of the outdoor 
living trends we expect to 
see in 2022 and beyond.
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Traditional Pergola

WOODEN GARDEN 
FEATURES

OUTDOOR LIVING

Explore our range of wooden garden features from Forest 
Garden, available at MKM. From pergolas, gazebos and 
pavilions to arbours, arches and summer houses we can help 
you find the statement piece for your garden. 

These are just a selection of the products we have available, 
visit us in branch to see all options and how we can help. 

Dining Pergola

Firenze Corner Arbour Venetian Pavilion

HOME
DELIVERY
AVAILABLE

OUTDOOR LIVING

Whitby Arch

Shiplap Pent Garden Bar

Ultima Pergola Arch

Oakley Overlap Summerhouse

Parisienne Arbour

Take a look at some  
of our customers’ 
garden projects using 
wooden features. 

Share yours on 
Instagram using 
#MadebyMKM  
and tagging  
@mkm.buildingsupplies

PERGOLAS, ARCHES,  
SUMMERHOUSES AND MORE
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XTEND BY  
FOREST GARDEN
GARDEN BUILDINGS

Achieve your work/life balance with the Xtend range  
of garden buildings from Forest Garden. These buildings 
have everything you could wish for in a home office; 
contemporary looks, real energy efficiency, ease  
of construction and keen pricing. 

Xtend garden buildings also offer an affordable  
space for more than just a home office; use them for 
hobbies, exercising, entertainment and accommodation. 
With Xtend, size and versatility can be combined  
perfectly to make the space your own.

Ease of  
construction

Multiple 
uses

Improves  
well-being

Aesthetically 
pleasing

Affordability

Xtend 3.0+Xtend 4.0+

Download the 

XTEND BY  
FOREST BROCHURE

OUTDOOR LIVING OUTDOOR LIVING

Xtend 2.5 painted

AVAILABLE IN 3 SIZES: 

XTEND 2.5
With single door and full length fixed pane  
window to front, full length 1/4 opening side window.  
250(H) x 254(W) x 290(D)cm.

2.5+ also available with additional door.

 
XTEND 3.0
With single door and two full length fixed pane  
windows to front, full length 1/4 opening side window. 
250(H) x 298(W) x 290(D)cm.

3.0+ also available with additional door.

 
XTEND 4.0
With single door and two full length fixed pane  
windows to front, full length 1/4 opening side window. 
250(H) x 404(W) x 342(D)cm.

4.0+ also available with additional door.

Xtend by Forest Garden Check out our garden  
buildings, available from your local MKM. #MadebyMKM 

Xtend by Forest Garden
MKM Building Supplies 

Liked by MKM and others 
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Our vast range of exterior lights include wired and  
solar options. Perfect for eliminating the need for wiring 
whilst illuminating your outdoor space.

OUTDOOR  
LIGHTING, 
ELECTRICAL  
& HEATING

Solar outdoor lighting

OUTDOOR LIGHTING  
AND HEATING
Make the most of the summer evenings by adding lighting  
and heating to your outdoor space. At MKM you’ll find a range 
of outdoor electrical products from LED lighting, weatherproof 
switches and Wi-Fi extenders, to enhance your outdoor space.

Outdoor lighting looks particularly stunning around wooden  
garden features such as pergolas, arbours and arches, which  
can be found on pages 80–81.

Leto colour wall lights

Leto black spotlight

VISIT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH TO EXPLORE OPTIONS 
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ELECTRICAL ELECTRICAL

SWITCHES AND SOCKETS OUTDOOR LIGHTING

OUTDOOR HEATING

We offer a range of weatherproof switches and sockets 
enabling you to enjoy your outdoor space with lighting, 
heating, or other electrical appliances safely. Why not extend 
your Wi-Fi coverage outdoors with a Wi-Fi extender socket?

WEATHERPROOF  
1 GANG 2-WAY SWITCH 
Narrow weatherproof switch with multiple cable entries.

WEATHERPROOF 1 GANG OR  
2 GANG SWITCHED SOCKETS
Designed to protect electricity supply in outdoor conditions.

WEATHERPROOF  
WI-FI EXTENDER SOCKET 
Works with all wireless broadband routers.

EXTENSION BOX 
Weatherproof box and 10m 4 gang extension lead.

MORE  
COLOURS 

AVAILABLE

We have a range of outdoor lighting to enhance your  
outdoor space. Wall lights, spotlights and flood lights can be 
used on exterior walls, whilst plinth and LED strip lights can 
be used around the edge of your patio or decking. 

PERFECT FOR PATIOSWEATHERPROOF FOR ADDED SAFETY

WALL LIGHTS

FLOOD LIGHTS PLINTH AND  
LED STRIP LIGHTS

AMENITY LIGHTS

SPOTLIGHTS SPIKE LIGHTS

INFRARED AND MOTION SENSORED 

No patio is complete without some outdoor heating so  
you can enjoy spending time outside in the evening. We 
can help you find an outdoor heating solution to meet your 
needs. We sell a range of infrared outdoor heating, including 
options with movement sensors and Bluetooth speakers. 
Visit us in branch to discuss.

VISIT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH  
TO EXPLORE OPTIONS 
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LOOKING AFTER  
YOUR GARDEN
AFTERCARE PRODUCTS

ARTIFICIAL GRASS CLEANER
Clean and deodorise your artificial grass ready  
for the season. Artificial grass cleaner helps to 
prevent moss build up and kill harmful bacteria, 
as well as deep cleaning and neutralising odours 
leaving your garden smelling fresh and clean.

WOOD CARE
Transform your garden with a variety of fence 
paint colours, your garden fence can become a 
beautiful backdrop to your outdoor living space. 
Keep your fence looking new for longer with our 
range of fence paints and stains. Fence treatments 
not only provide a rich colour to the wood but also 
protect it against weather damage.

PATIO CLEANER
Patio cleaner is a fast-acting formula that 
dissolves mortar and cement stains, ingrained dirt 
and paint on most mineral surfaces such as brick, 
stone, concrete, paving flags and earthenware 
keeping your patio area looking as good as new.

JET WASH 
It’s important to clean your patio/furniture in 
preparation for the season, not only to ensure 
it looks ready but also to remove bacteria and 
moss build up. Using a powerful jet wash helps to 
remove build up and freshen up your garden for 
the season.

GARDEN FURNITURE RESTORER
Treat your garden furniture with a restorer,  
removing grey weathered surfaces and refreshing 
your furniture ready for the season. As well as adding 
a bright refreshed colour to your furniture, it will 
protect it from weather damage.

FIND THESE PRODUCTS AT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH
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TIMBER, SHEET 
& JOINERY

BUILDING 
MATERIALS

PLUMBING  
& HEATING

TOOLS & 
EQUIPMENT

ROOFING

UPGRADE YOUR  
HOME WITH MKM

KITCHENS

LANDSCAPING

DOORS & 
WINDOWS

BATHROOMS

STYLISH BATHROOMS

Be inspired by our  
extensive range of bathroom 
suites, accessories, radiators  
and finishing touches.  
Free design available. 

Let us design a kitchen  
around your space, your  
style, your needs. Visit our 
inspirational showrooms and 
book a free design with one of 
our dedicated specialists. 

Discover our range of doors,  
floors and windows as well as  
internal staircases, skirting and 
decorative mouldings. 

STUNNING KITCHENS QUALITY JOINERY

THERE’S AN  
MKM NEAR YOU

KITCHENS |  BATHROOMS |  LANDSCAPING |  JOINERY |  FREE LOCAL DELIVERY DEDICATED SPECIALISTS |  STUNNING SHOWROOMS |  LANDSCAPING D ISPLAY

Scan to find  
your local branch

Landscaping 
displays at  
the branch

FREE local  
delivery

Partner with 
industry-leading 
suppliers 

FREE WiFi 
in branch

Over 100  
branches 
nationwide 

Free hot  
drinks in branch

Competitive 
prices

Landscaping 
experts in branch
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TERMS & CONDITIONS: The Landscaping Collection issued 2022 by MKM Building Supplies. Some ranges and colours  
may have regional differences and availability. The product swatches in this brochure are representative and may appear different in reality.

There’s an MKM near you
OPEN TO TRADE & PUBLIC - MON TO SAT 
0330 333 1555 | mkmbs.co.uk


